
Smart move grabbing this cheat sheet with ways to get through
TSA more quickly!
 
Because who wants to stand in that TSA line for one second longer
than they have to? 
 
 
I love sharing travel tips for busy people like you. I've been traveling
the world since my first summer abroad at 18 months (yes, months)
old.
 
Check out more travel hacks on The Artisan Life!
 

I hope to see you on The Artisan LIfe again
soon!

How to pack "more" in your TSA liquids bag: http://bit.ly/38Yv782

Carry on packing hacks: http://bit.ly/35Es96q

Tips for flying with an older infant: http://bit.ly/2Z3RzYC

The best travel snacks (that make it through TSA:
http://bit.ly/2s4TNuF

What's Next?
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How to

Get Through TSA More Quickly
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7 tips for getting through security fast

Wear slip-on shoes, take off your shoes before reaching the

front of the line, or loosen your shoelaces ahead of time.

Have your TSA 3-1-1- liquids bag at the top of your luggage

and ready to take out.

Pack electronics larger than a cell phone near the top of your

bag or in accessible pockets in case you need to remove them.

Place all food in a ziplock bag or other container so it's easy

to remove if necessary. 

Remove everything from your pockets and place these items

in your bag. Even a small scrap of paper in your pockets could

set you up for extra screening!

Pack neatly. Consider using packing cubes to keep things

organized. Coil any cables carefully. Neatly packed bags are

faster & easier to scan and less likely to be pulled aside for

extra screening due to inconclusive scan results.

Remember your manners. Security can be stressful and TSA

agents aren't always polite. Be respectful and don't lose your

temper, even if you're frustrated.
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